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ABSTRACT

The constantly evolving nature of the grid is compelling the design process of Remedial Action
Schemes (RAS) to keep up with the changes. This document proposes a flexible and
computationally efficient approach to automatically determine RAS corrective actions that
alleviate line overloading violations. Statistical and functional characteristics summarized from
RAS implemented in real power systems are used to guide the design parameters. This report also
leverages sensitivity-based techniques to determine corrective actions for specific contingencies
quickly without repeated numerical simulations. Finally, future directions for implementing this
approach for a fully automated, online RAS are discussed.
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1 INTRODUCTION

Remedial Action Schemes (RAS), also referred to as Special Protection Systems (SPS), are
operation schemes designed to detect anomalous or predefined system conditions, and take
mitigation actions to maintain the reliability and stability of power systems. Such corrective
actions may include adjusting status and values (MW and Mvar) of load and generation, and
topology of the electric network [ ]. RAS are often required when the system is at risk for
thermal overloading, voltage instability, small signal instability, transient instability, and
cascading outages [g] . RAS are designed to take actions automatically when the triggering
conditions are met, and resolve the issue within cycles to seconds for transient instability, and
within minutes for thermal overloads [

RAS design currently takes a holistic approach that requires years of experience with the
operations of a specific system [4]. New RAS are proposed to reliability coordinators individually
by entities such as transmission owners, generator owners, and distribution providers based on
their operational experience. Each RAS is modeled and introduced to the system individually to
address some predetermined contingencies that are known to cause violations of reliability or
stability standards To mitigate the potential violations or instabilities, numerous offline
simulations are repeated on those predefined scenarios to ensure that the candidate remedial
action is sufficient, and does not introduce unintentional risks to the system. The implementation
and testing of the RAS then involves manually defining the corrective action for a contingency
definition within the energy management system (EMS) or other simulation software. The
parameters associated with each scheme, such as the arming conditions, triggering threshold, and
the numerical values of generation tripping and load shedding, usually do not change during
real-time operations [4, ].

In addition to the slow design process, the constantly evolving nature of the grid is compelling
RAS to keep up with the changes. With the increasing penetration of distributed energy resources
such as solar photovoltaic (PV) systems and wind farms, grid-edge devices, and the rise of
unpredictable disturbances, a slow and manual RAS identification design process may not suffice.
Also, to mitigate the impacts of these unpredictable events as they occur during grid operations, it
is important to address the design with online time-frames in mind The corrective actions need to
be computed fast, within seconds or minutes, depending on the type of violation.

The power industry is cognizant of these evolving needs and hence there are regular assessments
of the existing RAS' adequacy and the need for upgrades. For instance, in 2018 Hydro One in
Canada replaced the RAS at their Bruce substation [ ]. This increased the functionality to detect
and operate for more contingencies and configurations, and enhanced system operation.
Similarly, the need for and installation of new RAS are announced regularly by different
entities However, the design process still involves repeated, offline simulations.
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Hence, this work proposes a more flexible, computationally efficient approach to determine RAS
corrective actions. The proposed RAS design procedure aims to automatically generate triggering
condition and corrective action pairs based on the identified need for new RAS creation. Using a
2000-bus synthetic system as the test case, this report focuses on RAS that are created for line
overloading mitigation. Statistical and functional characteristics summarized from RAS
implemented in real power systems are utilized as a reference to guide the design parameters.
Building on prior work on online RAS 1[.] where line overloads were resolved by generation
redispatch, this approach also leverages sensitivity-based techniques, and adds to it by
considering two more types of actions, i.e. line switching and load shed and selects an "optimal"
choice. Sensitivities such as line outage distribution factors (LODF) and transmission loading
reliefs (TLR) are calculated rapidly using sparse vector methods [13] to design corrective actions
for specific contingencies without repeated numerical simulations.

1.1. General RAS Design Process

The need to modify existing RAS or design a new RAS is usually identified during system
planning studies, which can range from utility to interconnection scales [ ]. From the utility scale,
RAS entities can submit proposals to their reliability coordinator (RC) for RAS introduction,
modification, and retirement. The RC is responsible for approving or providing revision
comments after reviewing the proposal. On an interconnection scale, RCs are required to review
the existing RAS within their territories every five years. All the deficiencies identified during this
review process should be addressed by the corresponding RAS owners within six months [ ].

According to the Western Electricity Coordination Council (WECC), there are four common
elements for the design of RAS. arming criteria, initiating conditions, actions taken, and time
requirements. The arming criteria are critical system conditions for which a step-wise RAS
should be ready to take action when required. The initial conditions are the contingencies that
have been known to cause violations of reliability and stability standards, which will initiate the
RAS corrective action if the scheme is armed. The initial conditions can be event-based,
parameter-based, response-based, or the combination of the above. Event-based schemes directly
detect outages and/or fault events and initiate actions to fully or partially mitigate the event
consequence. Parameter-based schemes measure variables for which a significant change
confirms the occurrence of a critical event. Response-based schemes monitor system response
during events and disturbances and incorporate a closed-loop process to react to actual system
conditions [M. The work of [4] finds that most RAS in the WECC system initiate upon changes to
system topology, with very few being triggered by system condition changes.

For a specific contingency, various potential remedial actions are usually available to mitigate the
violations and improve system performance The RAS actions should at least result in an
acceptable system operating condition after the occurrence of a critical contingency or a
disturbance. The corrective action should not introduce unintentional risks or interfere with the
performance of other RAS in the system. The corrective actions may include but are not limited
to [ ]:

• Islanding or other line opening
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• Generator tripping

• Generator runback

• Load shedding

• Braking resistors

• Static VAR control units

• Capacitor and/or reactor switching

1.2. Current Online RAS Efforts

In the past, RAS were implemented locally at substations or nearby control rooms. With the
growing number of RAS being designed and applied in the system, and the expanding
requirements to conduct wide-area operational studies more frequently, the power industry has
largely embraced RAS as a centralized scheme in operation centers for the past decade [®]. The
California Independent System Operator, for example, implemented RAS in its EMS in 2008,
where RAS control actions are simulated in the real-time contingency analysis module [15].
Similarly, BC Hydro adopted RAS as a basic operation tool in the control room, where the arming
of RAS is automatically executed by the transient stability assessment function [16]. Bonneville
Power Administration also embedded the corrective schemes in its EMS. The RAS simulations
are conducted for both current and future hour operational studies to maintain the system
integrity [17].

The implementation of RAS in real-time operations provides comfort to the operators to ensure
the reliability and stability of the system after any credible contingencies and events. As the
electric power industry is continually challenged with the increasing power transfer, new
generation interconnections, ageing equipment with limited capacity, and delays in constructing
major transmission projects, RAS are a practical way of utilizing the existing infrastructure to
maximize the power transfer capability reliably [ ,  19].18

Many research efforts, from both industry and academia, have gone into improving the flexibility
and dynamics of RAS implementation. In [20], an event-based method was proposed to enhance
RAS that are created to address specific frequency and voltage instability issues. Using transient
energy analysis, the conventional RAS implementation can be adjusted with flexible triggering
thresholds I2J], and also adaptive corrective actions [22]. To mitigate the risk of voltage
instability and voltage collapse, BC Hydro developed a methodology to determine the magnitude
of load shedding based on real-time measurement data [23].

Recent work [24] by the Pacific Northwest National Laboratory (PNNL) proposed an approach to
adaptively set the arming parameters of existing RAS based on realistic and near real-time
operation conditions. In collaboration with PacifiCorp and Idaho Power Company, a prototype
named Transformative Remedial Action Scheme Tool (TRAST) was developed with advanced
computing methods for adaptively setting RAS/SPS coefficients with the consideration of realistic
and near real-time operation conditions. The Jim Bridger RAS, owned and operated by
PacifiCorp, was used as the case study for testing and validating the methodology and
prototype.
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The TRAST tool performs statistical analysis for full-year SCADA set provided by utilities that
contain essential variables for the existing RAS model. Correlation analysis and regression is
performed between these variables, as well as with temporal data such as season and month and
power flow data from state estimator cases. The next step involves creating power system
planning cases from this collected data using smart sampling, which represents the probability
distribution according to the original data using many fewer samples for each variable. Around
11,000 planning cases with different operating points were created to test and validate this RAS.
The TRAST tool identified 365 smart sampling candidates from these 11,000 based on the
full-year SCADA data, of which 116 were finally selected.

A machine learning framework was developed to update the RAS coefficients. The existing RAS
coefficients at Bridger are based on engineer experience and manual tuning, making it
conservative and difficult to maintain. The inputs can include tie-line/path power flows,
generation output, shunt and series compensation, substation voltage, and arming levels. Neural
networks and multiple linear regression are applied to derive the RAS coefficients. It was found
that the path flow data and bus voltage magnitude data contribute the most for predicting the Jim
Bridger RAS arming level. It was observed that strong multicollinearity exists in the current
selected RAS features. This can be addressed by principle component analysis (PCA) to identify
and remove any correlated input features. The TRAST tool can not only derive and validate RAS
coefficients but also evaluate the performance of the updated RAS. The validation is still
simulation-based due to practical limitations. It is highlighted that there is no existing industry
standard and regulation regarding RAS validation.

To summarize, this online RAS tool is automated in the sense that the parameters adapt to
real-time conditions, however the design of the underlying RAS itself is manual. The other key
factor is the vast amount of real system data (measurements and models) needed for the entire
framework, spanning multiple entities and even years.

1.3. Sensitivity Analysis and Sparse Vector Methods

Sensitivities are linearized relationships, which help determine the impact of small changes in a
variable on the system. TLR sensitivities gauge the sensitivity of a line flow to multiple power
transfers, whereas LODF depicts how the outage of one more more lines affects the flows on the
other lines. Both these sensitivities can be derived from the Injection Shift Factor (ISF) matrix
represented by 'I' [L. tb], which is constructed using the lossless dc power flow assumptions.
The change in real power line flows is given as,

Af = WAp (1.1)

where Ap is the vector of changes in the real power injection at each bus, and the element te in
row l and column n of W is the ISF of line l with respect to the injection at node n. For a system
with L lines and N nodes (buses), W is defined as,

IP = ijA[B1-1 (1.2)
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where fi (b1 is the series susceptance of line l), A is an L x N incidence
matrix where the element aij is non-zero only when line li is coincident with node j, and
B' =

For the sensitivity calculations, all the elements of IP are not needed as only certain lines and
nodes are considered at a time, as will be shown in the sections ahead. Hence the full matrix as
described in (2) does not need to be computed. Rather, the sensitivities of the elements of interest
can be found using sparse vector methods [13]. For example, Ap is sparse in this case since the
injection(s) contributed by the corrective action(s) are limited in number due to a judicious
selection of the candidate nodes and the design criteria used. Because of this, fast forward
substitution can be used. Similarly, monitoring a reasonable number of lines can help make Af
sparse, and enable the use of fast backward substitution. This is able to substantially reduce the
computational complexity. Once the matrix is factored (an O(n1-4) ) operation, doing a fast
forward and fast backward substitution involves very few (much less than 0(n))
operations [13,28]

1 .4. ACTIVSg2000 Synthetic System

The ACTIVSg2000 synthetic system is a fictitious power network on the geographic footprint of
Texas, United States. It includes detailed modeling of generators, loads, transmission lines, and
other power system elements. This test case is created using the methodology outlined in [
which captures the structural and functional characteristics of actual power grids. Figure

29
1-1
]

shows the one-line diagram of the ACTIVSg2000 synthetic transmission system. It has 2000
buses and 3206 transmission branches. The total electric load is 67 GW and the total generation
capacity is 100 GW. The 500 kV, 230 kV and 115 kV network in this test case are represented as
the orange, purple and green lines in the one-line diagram, respectively. Similar to the actual grid
in Texas, the wind generation resource is designed to be abundant in the far west and panhandle
area. Load centers are in the east and central side of the system, where Dallas, Houston, and
Austin metropolitan areas are located. Higher voltage transmission infrastructures are constructed
to connect the generation facilities to the load clusters.

This test case has an initial ac power flow solution, and it is N-1 secure. It also has contains
several common control schemes and models such as switched shunts and load tap changers for
reactive power control, generators that can remotely regulate voltages, phase shift transformers,
automatic generation control (AGC), etc. On the dynamics side, it models they key generator
controls such as the exciter, governor, and stabilizer, and even protection devices such as
under-frequency load relays. Thus, while there are several controls in place to aid system security
and stability in case of contingencies, there is no particular RAS developed for this test case. By
developing RAS from scratch for a synthetic, realistic system, we propose a method to design
new RAS in real grids.
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Figure 1-1. One-line diagram of the ACTIVSg2000 synthetic transmission model
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2. AUTOMATED RAS DESIGN PROCEDURE

As mentioned earlier, the RAS design procedure in this paper automatically generates triggering
condition and corrective action pairs, with a focus on line overloading mitigation. The design
parameters are realistic as they are based on statistical and functional characteristics derived from
actual RAS implementations. Sensitivity factors such as LODF and TLR are used to quickly
design corrective actions for severe contingencies, eliminating the need for repeated numerical
simulations to determine the corrective action(s). The 2000-bus synthetic system introduced
previously is used here as the test case.

2.1. Problem Recognition

Problem recognition is the process of detecting system operation violations, identifying the need
for a RAS, and determining the characteristics required to mitigate the problems. In this paper,
line overloading violations are determined using an intentionally constructed contingency list and
transient stability studies solely for the purpose of providing input data to demonstrate the
automatic RAS creation process.

2.1.1. Case Preparation

Transmission conductors are always designed to be operated under certain temperature limits to
avoid damages to the equipment [30]. Transmission facilities usually determine multiple ratings
for the conductors. Normal rating specifies the level of electrical loading that one transmission
line can withstand through the daily demand cycles without loss of equipment life. Emergency
rating defines the electrical loading that one transmission line can support for a finite period of
time, while assuming acceptable loss of equipment life [30].

The violation of a transmission line normal thermal limit is usually not an urgent problem. In
control rooms, established procedures exist to inform the operators on the actions needed to bring
the transmission line flows down to acceptable thresholds [18]. Generator dispatch programs in
real-time operation, such as security-constrained economic dispatch and security-constrained
optimal power flow, aim to alleviate line violations by changing generator outputs as well [ ].
However, in case of a severe event, transmission line loading may escalate quickly to violate
reliability standards by exceeding its short-term emergency rating [R], or causing cascading
tripping of lines [32]. Under such extreme scenarios where operators and embedded control
programs do not have enough time to react, automatic corrective actions are needed to respond to
the event immediately to prevent unacceptable system operating conditions.

25
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Based on typical current ratings of conductors at each nominal voltage level, normal MVA limits
of transmission lines are calculated and included during the creation process of the 2000-bus
synthetic system [29]. In this paper, for different voltage levels, the ratio distribution of
emergency MVA rating to normal MVA rating is summarized based on real transmission
networks. This ratio distribution is then used to the estimate emergency rating of each
transmission line in the 2000-bus synthetic network.

2.1.2. Triggering Condition ldentification

To identify severe overloading conditions where RAS are needed in the synthetic system, a list of
contingencies modeling the loss of two bulk electric system elements is created. This list
considers two N-2 contingency categories defined in North American Electric Reliability
Corporation (NERC) transmission planning performance requirements [33], where the multiple
contingencies from a common structure (P7), and two overlapping single contingencies (P6) are
considered.

As there are over 3,000 branches in the 2000-bus synthetic system, it is unrealistic to use a
complete N-2 contingency list that includes every possible combination. To effectively identify
the set of contingencies with severe consequences, the list is reduced to only consider double line
outage of branches 161 kV and above for P7 events. For P6 events, an LODF screening tool is
used to identify pairs of contingencies that are significant without solving all the
contingencies [M]. Only those contingency pairs that create line limit monitoring violations are
included in the contingency list.

These contingencies are then modeled in a transient stability simulation. The simulation duration
is set to be 20 seconds, with a half-cycle time step. The MVA flows of transmission lines 115 kV
and above are monitored for emergency rating violations. If there is at least one branch with a
sustained line overloading issue after the outage or fault is applied, this contingency is considered
to be severe and in need of a RAS.

2.2. Corrective Actions

2.2.1. lndustrial RAS Statistics

To guide the design of corrective action for each line overloading contingency identified in the
previous steps, statistical analysis was conducted on 45 RAS implemented in real power systems
to summarize their key features and range of parameter values. All of the industrial RAS used
here are designed to alleviate one or multiple transmission line thermal violations. Figure 2-1
shows the four categories of corrective actions adopted by these industrial RAS. Generator
adjusting, which includes the opening of generator units and changing generator output setpoints,
is the most commonly used action to mitigate line overloads. Branch switching and load shedding
are two other popular schemes adopted by the industry. Some thermal violations also require
hybrid actions with a mix of generator adjusting, branch opening and load shedding.
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Corrective Action Types for Line Overloading Mitigation

2&8%

Gen Adjust

Branch Open

-1 Hybrid Action

Load Shed

Figure 2-1. Corrective Action Types for Overload Mitigation

Table 2-1 describes the characteristics and range of key parameters for each corrective action
type. For branch switching schemes, the total number of lines opened, the number of nodes away
from the overloading line, and their nominal voltage levels are recorded. For generator adjusting,
the number of generators adjusted, their distance from the overloading line, and their fuel types
are used as reference for the corrective action design. For load shedding, the number of load
opened, and the number of nodes away from the overloading line are also noted.

Element Type Characteristics Range Avg

Branch
Number of branch switched 1-2 1

Distance from overloading line (nodes) 1-3 2
Nominal voltage (kV) 69-765 230

Generator
Number of gen adjusted 1-10 3

Distance from overloading line (nodes) 1-12 4
Fuel type wind, solar, NG —

Load
Number of load opened 1-8 5

Distance from overloading line (nodes) 1-10 6

Table 2-1. Industrial RAS Corrective Action Statistics
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2.2.2. Corrective Action Design

The procedure of creating automated corrective actions is illustrated in Figure 2-2 Information of
the overloading lines identified in the problem recognition step is used as the input to shortlist the
controllable elements that can be used for the remedial actions. For a specific overloading line,
referencing Table 2-1, branches above 69 kV and also within three nodes away are considered to
be controllable equipment. Besides the distance from thermal violation location, generators are
filtered out based on their fuel types, where only wind, solar, and natural gas units will be used to
develop corrective actions. Loads that can be reduced to mitigate the overloads are selected only
based on their locations relative to the overloading lines. This step limits the list of controllable
elements to a small number, so that the real power injection change vector Ap mentioned in the
background section is not full and sparse vector methods can be applied to reduce the
computation time.

To ensure that corrective actions can be automatically created within the online simulation time
frame, sensitivity-based techniques are leveraged to study the relationships between the
controllable elements and the overloading lines. To design the candidate branch switching
scheme, the LODF matrix represented by d is derived from the ISF matrix W. An element dit of
this matrix d can be written as,

n

4  - 
1- (ivikii -16)

where m and n are the two nodes associated with the switched line k.

The real power flow change on line l due to the switching of line k is given as,

(2.1)

Af1 = d fk (2.2)

where fk is the pre-switching real power flow on line k. The branches selected to be controllable
elements are sorted by their pre-outaged flows, and LODF sensitivity to the overloading lines. For
the branch opening scheme, those branches are switched open in this order until the thermal
violations are estimated to be alleviated.

The generator adjusting and load shedding candidate actions are determined using TLR
sensitivities. The TLR sensitivity matrix is also derived from W. It estimates the impact of
multiple transfers on one transmission line. An element or of this TLR sensitivity matrix 4) can
be written as,

= — (2.3)

where l is the transmission line of interest, and two nodes Ill and n define one transaction w.

The real power flow change on line l due to the transaction w is given as,

Dfi = OrAt (2.4)

where At is the amount of MW transfer associated with transaction w. In this work, the
adjustments made on generation and load values and status are modeled as transactions. Similar
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I based on real RAS statistics

Controllable Elements

Branch
. Distance from

the
overloading
line

Generator
. Distance from
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LODF Sensitivity Analysis
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on LODF sensitivity
and current line flow
Branch switched
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to be alleviated from
the overloading lines

Candidate Action 1:
Branch Switching

TLR Sensitivity Analysis

Generators or loads ranked based
on TLR sensitivity and current gen/
load MW values
Generation or load reduced
according to MW need to be
alleviated from the overloading
lines

Candidate Action 2:
Gen Adjusting

Candidate Action 3:
Load Shedding

I Evaluate effectiveness andsimplicity of candidate RAS

Proposed RAS

Figure 2-2. Automated RAS Procedure Flow Chart

to the branch switching scheme, the generators and loads selected to be controllable elements are
sorted based on their TLR sensitivities and current generation or load MW values. This
determines the order of operation until the overloading issue is mitigated.

The three candidate actions are then evaluated based on their effectiveness and simplicity. The
final proposed RAS is selected based on this evaluation. The effectiveness of a RAS means that
the corrective action can successfully mitigate the overloading issues as intended without
introducing any unexpected violations. This is quantified by the post-contingency loading on the
targeted lines that have exhibited violations without the implementation of RAS. The simplicity
of the candidate action is defined as the total number of elements involved in one scheme.

This methodology is illustrated in the next section with two examples that focus on designing
RAS for line overloads. However, as detailed in the approach thus far, the methodology is general
enough to be applied to most systems and with varying corrective actions.
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3. ACTIVSG2000 EXAMPLE RAS

3.1. Example RAS 1

The first example RAS created is located in West Texas, an area with concentrated wind
resources. Substations constructed to house wind generation facilities are interconnected with a
115 kV network in the synthetic system. Figure 3-1 is a one-line diagram showing the
pre-contingency system conditions of this region. The percentage line flows are shown using pie
charts [35]. The transmission system is loaded around 30 to 50 percent when all the wind units
are producing electricity, and all the 115 kV lines are online.

However, a severe contingency is identified in the region. Illustrated in Figure 3-2, with the loss
of two 115 kV transmission lines, NOLAN 0 to TUSOCOLA 0, and NOLAN 0 to TUSOCOLA
1, the branch flow between substation NOLAN and TRENT would surge to 110% of its
emergency rating, which is considered as an unacceptable operating condition.

To mitigate the impact of this contingency, a list of generators, loads and branches are chosen as
controllable devices for corrective actions. Within this element list, the wind generator at
substation NOLAN is directly connected to the bus related to the overloading line. As the other
two lines coming out of NOLAN substation are outaged, 100% of the generation reduction from
this generator is reflected as the decrease of flow from NOLAN 0 to TRENT 0 1. Due to its
simplicity and effectiveness, the opening of this generator is chosen to be the corrective action .
Shown in Figure 3-3, if the severe contingency is detected, the 127 MW wind generator at
NOLAN substation would open, and relieve the NOLAN 0 to TRENT 0 1 line from 110%
loading to 1% loading. On an Intel® Xeon® E5-1650 V4 CPU @ 3.6GHz with 32GB RAM,
64-bit OS, x-64 based processor, the corrective actions can be created within a few seconds.

3.2. Example RAS 2

The second example RAS is located in the Dallas metropolitan area, where load clusters are
connected with a 161 kV network in the synthetic system. Figure 3-4 is a one-line diagram
showing the pre-contingency system conditions of this area. During the summer peak scenario
that the synthetic case represents, the most loaded line in the system is DALLAS 31 to DALLAS
36.

Illustrated in Figure 3-5, after the loss of two 161 kV transmission lines, DALLAS 21 to
DALLAS 23, and DALLAS 25 to DALLAS 23, the branch flow between substation DALLAS 31
and DALLAS 36 would increase to 103% of its emergency rating without the implementation of a
RAS.
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Figure 3-1. ACTIVSg2000 Example 1: Pre-Contingency

Figure 3-2. ACTIVSg2000 Example 1: Post-Contingency, without RAS

Based on the bus numbers related to this line violation, a list of loads and branches are chosen as
controllable devices for corrective actions. Here, the option to use generator adjusting as a
corrective action is eliminated since there is no generator nearby. Two candidate corrective
actions that focus on load shedding and branch switching respectively are evaluated. In the first
candidate action, the 67 MW load at substation DALLAS 23 is proposed to be taken offline. This
load is 1 node away from the the overloading line. According to the TLR analysis, 57.6% of the
load reduction from this location is reflected as the decrease of flow on the overloading line. In the
second candidate action, the transmission line between ADDISON and DALLAS 31 is switched
open. This branch is loaded at 89 MVA before the contingency, and the LODF analysis shows that
a 45 MVA reduction can be seen on the overloading branch from the line switching. As the branch
switching scheme has a larger alleviation on the overloading line, and does not require service
interruption to customers, it is selected to be the corrective action. This corrective action also only
takes a few seconds to generate using the computer system described in example RAS 1.
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Figure 3-3. ACTIVSg2000 Example 1: Post-Contingency, with RAS

Figures 3-6 and 3-7 also compare the effectiveness of the two candidate actions. With load
shedding, the overloading line is reduced to 87%, while with branch switching, the loading is
reduced to 62%.
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Figure 3-4. ACTIVSg2000 Example 2: Pre-Contingency
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Figure 3-6. ACTIVSg2000 Example 2: Post-Contingency, with Candidate Action 1
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4. FUTURE DIRECTIONS

The grid is rapidly evolving, traditional RAS techniques need to be updated to meet these new
needs and adapt to sudden system changes. This document has proposed a flexible and
computationally efficient approach to determine RAS corrective actions that alleviate line
overloading violations. Statistical and functional characteristics summarized from RAS
implemented in real power systems are used to guide the design parameters. This work also
leverages sensitivity-based techniques such as LODF and TLR to determine corrective actions for
specific contingencies rapidly without repeated numerical simulations.

This proposed approach provides a useful methodology for power system real-time operations, as
the corrective actions are determined only within seconds for a 2000-bus realistic test system.
Following this approach, it is expected that based on 1) the size/complexity of the system and 2)
the type and severity of the violations, the unpredictable events could be addressed in a timely
(i.e. seconds to minutes) and reliable manner.

This work sets the path forward towards a fully automated remedial action scheme design
process. Future development includes, but is not limited to the following items:

• Developing an online screening tool for problem recognition that detects system operating
violations and identifies the need for a RAS rapidly.

• Expanding the scope to address other operation problems such as voltage violations and
instabilities.

• Utilizing stochastic scenarios in the synthetic system to dynamically calculate RAS
parameters such as time delays or load shedding amounts.

• Developing more comprehensive RAS evaluation metrics that quantifies system
performance and complexity of proposed RAS.

4.1. Adapting Automated Methodology to Online Deployment

The framework established in this report utilized contingency screening to identify critical
elements in the system that are at risk of being severely overloaded. Using the information of
overloading lines, appropriate corrective actions are determined to alleviate the violations on the
critical transmission facilities. The automated RAS creation process is sensitivity-based, which
means that the corrective actions are chosen based on the sensitivity of system elements to the
overloading lines, instead of repeated numerical simulations. The sensitivity-based methodology
provides computational advantages, where corrective actions can be created within seconds. The
contingency screening is currently conducted off-line, however, using techniques like distributed
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computing, the computation time can be greatly reduced to fit into the real-time operation time
frame.

4.2. Comprehensive Evaluation Metrics

In this paper, candidate remedial actions were evaluated based on two factors:

1. Effectiveness: Corrective action successfully mitigates overloading as intended without
introducing any unexpected violations quantified by the post-contingency loading on the
targeted lines

2. Simplicity: Total number of elements involved in one scheme

Future work will look into further developing and refining these metrics, considering additional
factors discussed below:

• Severity of Violation: This needs to be quantified based on factors such as:

— the type of violation
— violating element (e.g., critical load)
— defining thresholds to consider RAS for a violation; this will significantly help reduce

computations (e.g., > 10% since every violation may not need a RAS)
— time in violation
— system or wide-area impact

• Quantifying by bus voltage, generator outputs etc. in addition to line flows (to account for
diverse contingencies)

• Time-based metrics, considering dynamic response over a time window

• Assigning weights to actions and/or violating elements based on importance of the
elements, ease of executing actions, etc.

Assigning weights may especially change the Simplicity metric used in this paper. For example, it
may be worse to shed (a major) load than open two lines, though it is just one element. For
multiple line overloads, the corrective action could be decided by a weighted reduction in flows
than just adding them up as is (weighted by nominal voltages, radial line to a generator, critical
lines, etc.). Hence it will also affect how we measure the effectiveness of RAS.

4.3. Extending Automated Methodology to Diverse Contingencies

In this report, the automated RAS creation process uses contingency screening to identify the
contingencies that cause line loadings exceeding their emergency ratings and to create the
corrective actions to alleviate the overloading issue after comparing a few candidate schemes.
Moving forward, the existing framework can be extended to address a wider spectrum of system
operation problems, such as voltage collapse and transient instabilities. Since most of the
operational criterion for system voltages and frequencies after a major event are defined on the
time domain, instead of contingency analysis, dynamic simulations will be used to identify the
critical contingencies that result in criteria violations. Statistics summarized from the industrial
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RAS can be used as a reference to guide the design of RAS parameters. For example, Figure
and 4-2 show the typical RAS triggering conditions and corrective actions used in real power
systems. It is also worth noting that the response time for RAS varies with the type of problem it
is designed for, where angular and voltage stability issue requires as fast as a few cycles, and
steady-state stability and voltage collapse may allow several seconds.

Single Logic Triggering Condition Histogram

I •Tm
BranchStatus BranchFlow BranchAmp InterfaceFlow BusWaage CnOutput

Figure 4-1. Typical RAS Triggering Conditions
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